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The hour calls clearly for the statesman, the engineer,
and the economist. Is it a time for priest or prophet? The
demand for science and skill gains in assurance as the war
crisis recedes, and questions of trade, industry, finance, and
lowered vitality of peoples press upon us. The need of religion
in the task of securing a better world-order is not proclaimed
with the same assurance, at least among the intellectual
classes. There is, indeed, a serious question which sometimes
finds expression: Has religion met its responsibilities ? Has
it done what, in view of its claims upon human allegiance,
it might reasonably have been expected to do toward preventing the catastrophe which has come upon the world ?
For religion is no newcomer; it was perhaps here in some
degree in the Old Stone Age. Dolmens and pyramids testify
113
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to the power of ancient beliefs. For more than two thousand
years the visions and warningsof the prophets of Israel have
summonedman to a better social order, and the teachings of
Gautamahave calledto ways of righteousnessand peace. For
sixteen centuriesChristianityhas been at least the nominally
acceptedcreedof Europe. Why then have these faiths, and in
particular why has Christianity, as the prevalent creed of
Europe,no better credentialsto present beforethe world'sbar
of public opiniontoday?
Some answer, "Christianity has not as yet been tried,
or if Christianityhas been tried, it is not the original,simple
religionof love to God and man which the carpenterof Nazareth taught and lived; it is not the religion of mystic faith
and of membershipin a community of true believers which
the tent-makerof Tarsusbroughtfrom Asia into Europewhen
he announced the advent of a social order in which there
shouldbe neither Greeknor Jew, barbarian,Scythian,bond or
free, but all membersone of another." The Christianitythat
has dominatedEurope, these defendersof religionwould say,
has been ratherthe heir of imperialRome than of that kingdom
of God which Isaiah saw and Jesus proclaimed. Its dogmas
have spoken the language of Greek metaphysics more often
than that of the humble and contrite heart.
Another defender of religion points out that it would be
poor psychology to expect from religion a complete control
over human life, even though the religion were itself ever so
pure in the breasts of its sincere followers. For religion is
not the only powerat workin humanlife. It is fundamentally
contrary to certain other strong and ever active tendencies
and interests of mankind. Religion bids man reverencea law
and power above him, but the gods have given to man not
only the sense of justice and reverence,as Plato tells us, but
also self-assertionand the lust for power. The forces developed and selected in the struggle for existence have indeed
touched man's heart with sympathy, but they have also made
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him keen to grasp and to hold. The extraordinaryrange of
communication,of credit, of resources in earth, ocean, and
sky, which modern science and invention have brought into
man's ken have but intensifiedthe zeal as they have enlarged
the field of these primeval passions. The voice of religion,
even when it has soundedclear and true, has fallen on ears in
which the voices of this world are calling in ever louder tones
and richer harmonies. Small wonder that, whatever the
nominal adherence of men to outward forms, few listen to
the voice of a Master who bids the faithful leave all and follow
him. And especially today, when the cathedral no longer
dominatesthe city, when in fact officebuildings,banks, shops,
and factorieshave practically banished the church spire from
the centers of power, when the church feels itself fortunate
if, instead of the two days or one day in the week which it
once controlled,it can now claim an hour from golf or business
interestsor studies, when the wheels of many industriesand of
transportationstay not even for this one hour, it is surely
asking much of religion to expect it to prevent a war. If it
can scarcely interferewith a golf game, can it be expected to
halt a battleship or an army?
Without attempting to estimate how much of truth there
may be in these two answers, I shall assume for the present
purposethat there is still in the world such a thing as religion,
and shall ask whetherthere is work for it to do. I do not propose to considerat all its truth or error; I simply assume it
as one of the present facts and forces in the world, along with
certain other facts and forces of human nature. As such, we
may considerwhat it fundamentallysignifies, and what part
it has to play in securinga better world-order.
In view of certain types of religiousappeal, it seems necessary to notice two or three aspects or types of religion-widespread, significantfor certain purposes or at certain timeswhich do not appear to offer great promise for the matter in
hand.
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First, ritual. Ritual is perhaps the oldest aspect of religion; certainly it is very early. It was a force in the New
Stone Age. It is no less effective in Buddhism, Judaism,
Mohammedanism, and Christianity. It impresses upon the
young the traditions of the past; it brings a sense of mystery
and solemnity; it enhances and elevates emotion. But ritual
as such, and the piety which finds chief expression in ritual,
has little to say when the great need is of reconstructing society.
Of ritual, certainly there was no lack in 1914. The orthodox
Greek of Russia and the Balkan states was unsurpassed in
his devotion to ritual. The Mohammedan's call to prayer
sounded daily. Catholic and Lutheran showed no intermission of mass, sacrament, or prayer. These might then symbolize, as they have symbolized through the ages, the deeper
significance of certain great experiences of human life. They
console the dying and the sorrowful. They do not seem to
meet the particular need which we now contemplate.
Nor is it the mystical type of personal religion which offers
promise. The essence of this mystical type is its withdrawal
from the clashing antagonisms and fierce passions of this world
to find calm and peace in the eternal. To individuals it may
bring relief. But society cannot withdraw into the mystic
experience.
Nor is what is frequently called the "old-fashioned gospel"
the kind of religion to which the world may look for any important contribution toward society's present need. Some persons who are perhaps fearful lest religion should interfere with
their methods of conducting business and industry and take
an uncomfortably active part in the world of affairs are frequently heard to clamor for a return to this type of religion.
It does not meddle; it takes no stand on social, political, or
economic questions; its concern is with saving the soul. The
old-fashioned gospel is usually assumed to emphasize three
things: first, a story of certain historic events of nineteen
centuries ago; second, certain dogmas interpreting these events
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in terms of metaphysicalconceptions; third, certainemotional
experiencesundergoneby the individualunder the influenceof
these events and dogmas. I do not wish to speak slightingly
of what this type of religion may have done for individuals.
It has, no doubt, played its part in the making of individual
character. My grandfatherpreached it. I have read numbers of his sermons. I do not think anyone could discover
from them whether they were preparedand preachedin Vermont or Judea, in the seventeenth century or the nineteenth.
They dealt with the timeless and placeless themes of sin,
atonement, conversion,and the future life, with no reference
to any social, political, or economic fact. The personal religion which interpretedits experiencein those terms had little
direct bearing on behavior in public life. In the days before
and during our Civil War, men of equal piety and of equally
sincere and devout personal religion were on opposite sides
of the question of slavery. In this last Great War, the same
was doubtlesstrue. The man who was very generallycharged
with being more than any other one man responsiblefor the
final decision was rather notably faithful in his religious
observance. It is then somethingmore than the so-calledoldfashionedreligion,or personalreligion,that is needed.
But religionhas had anotherside. It has not only appealed
to the individualsoul; it has sought to transformsociety. It
was nothing less than a new social, political, and economic
order which the prophets of Israel heralded; it was a social
revolutionwhich Jesusproclaimedin his Sermonon the Mount.
It is this social aspect of religion which must assert itself at
the present time if it is to contribute to a better world-order.
Thereis, however,one greatattitude of individualand social
religion alike which has a fundamental place. That is the
bold assertion of faith. The equilibriumbetween faith and
knowledgeis difficultto preserve. The Middle Ages, we say,
were ages of faith. There was then too little of knowledge,
too little regard for science. At present we have a vast
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increase in scientific knowledge. We know more of human
nature through our psychology and biology, we know more
of history, more of economic, political, and social facts; and
no one can say that we know too much. But there is such
a thing as being so overwhelmedby the multitude of facts as
to be blind to their profounderimplicationsand timid in our
dealings with them. We are assured,for example, that man
has always been pugnaciousand violent in the assertionof his
interests; thereforewars can never cease. We are told that
races are differentand thereforethat there can be no common
ground except on the assumption of fixed superiority and
inferiority. We are told that the economic tendency of
capitalism is to producein far greater measure than civilized
countriescan consume, and thereforethat the irresistibleand
inevitable result is and must be the exploitation of backward
peoples and the oppressionof the weak. We are told that the
will to power is so fundamentala part of human nature that
when it is organizedinto political states or economiccorporations nothing can successfullyrestrainor oppose it. The race
for power is bound to go on, even though it crush civilization
and all that humanity holds dear in its progress. We are told
that the strugglefor existenceis so fundamentala processthat
we neithercan nor ought to interferewith its course.
These conclusionswould indeed tend to paralyze action if
unrelievedby any other considerations. They remind us of
the logic by which slavery was proved essentialto civilization,
aristocracyessential to secure government,child labor necessary in orderto make industryprofitable. But aside from the
question as to whether the logic is rigorous,there is a fundamental challenge to the premises which religion has always
dared. Over against facts which can be demonstratedand
measured,it has asserted possibilitiesin man and in the universe which cannot be completely demonstrated. It has
believed in soul and God. Granted that science as such can
recognize no soul and find no God; consider even, if you
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please, that soul and God are audaciousfictions, or at least
that they are unprovable postulates; religion maintains,
nevertheless, that there is such a reality as moral freedom,
moral responsibility,moral courage,and moral worth in man,
and that the universeis not merelyand exclusivelymechanism.
In other words, religionmaintains that there is, in the moral
meaning of that word, a soul in man, and that the universe
is in some sense kin to spirit. Staking itself upon this belief,
religion has moved forward to great enterprises. It has
attempted to lift individuals,races, and peoples from degradation and barbarism,in the faith that they have souls. It has
joined hands with democracyin bold defiance to plain hard
"fact." It has assertedthat before the bar of God, that is to
say in their claims to fair treatment and fair opportunity,all
souls are equal. There, says Plato, men are stripped of all
distinctionsof wealth and rank, and stand face to face, naked
soul with naked soul. More audaciousstill, in its doctrineof
immortality, religion has ascribed to the soul a worth transcendingthe bounds of time.
At the present time, is anything more needed than faith
in the moral possibilities and worth of human nature? Not
that we are to shut our eyes to what biology, psychology,and
social science have taught and are still to teach. But all
these teachings are simply tools with which we build our
house. For themselves they build no houses; they found no
families; they save no souls; neither do they save societies.
Granted that no fundamental and permanent reform in our
economic conditions or our international relations can take
place in neglect or defiance of the forces of human nature,
neverthelesswe shall woefullyfail to meet the crucialsituation
of the present moment, if we ignore the power of spirit to
achieve, to create, to build more stately mansions, to take
wider and more generousinterests.
Religion has also asserted faith in God. What does this
mean in moral terms? Is it not essentiallythe same thing as
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applied to the universe which belief in the soul means as
applied to man ? Certain it is that it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to demonstrateany power not ourselves that makes
for righteousness. Some minds are indeed so repelled by
what they find in the universe about them that they can see
in it no encouragement to look for more than a transient day
for man and all his values. Man is the outcome, says Russell,
of "an alien and an inhuman world," alone amid hostile forces,
powerlessbeforethe blind hurryof the universefromvanity to vanity.
...

. That man is the product of causes which have no prevision of the

endtheywereachieving; thathisorigin,his growth,his hopesand fears,
his loves and his beliefs,are but the outcomeof accidentalcollocations
of atoms; that no fire, no heroism,no intensityof thoughtand feeling,
can preservean individuallife beyond the grave; that all the labors
of the ages, all the devotion,all the inspiration,all the noondaybrightness of human genius, are destined to extinction in the vast death
of the solar system, and that the whole temple of man's achievement
must inevitablybe buriedbeneaththe d6brisof a universein ruins-all
these things if not quite beyond dispute, are yet so nearly certain,
that no philosophywhichrejectsthem can hope to stand. Onlywithin
the scaffoldingof these truths,only on the firmfoundationof unyielding
despair,can the soul'shabitationhenceforthbe safelybuilt.
Like Job, who holds fast to his integrity in the face of a seemingly immoral, or at least unmoral, power; like Prometheus,
who defies the Zeus that has fastened him to the rock for
bringing the divine fire to mortals, Mr. Russell finds the object
of the free man's worship, not in the cosmos without, but in the
ideal of goodness which man may set up from within.
Now, whether rightly or wrongly, religion has never
acquiesced in the doctrine that the universe is absolutely
unmoral, naked power. The protest to the Everlasting No
has not limited its range to man's own soul. It has asserted a
confidence that somehow there are moral forces in the universe.
If we distinguish as Huxley has done so keenly between cosmic
process and ethical process, religion has nevertheless believed
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that man's moralnature,his soul if you please, no less than his
body with its passions and appetites, is rooted in the nature
of things. Sometimesin its story of beginnings,accordingto
which God created man in his own image; sometimes by
carryingover into the Unseen the attributes of fatherhood,of
love, of justice; sometimes in the subtler interpretationsof
nature with which an Emersonsurveys the laws of compensation or a Wordsworthfinds duty in the most ancientheavensin all these the fundamentalreligiousaspirationand faith are
uttered that there are possibilitiesnot yet completelyobserved
and demonstrated,which are, did we but know them, on the
side of good; that there are resourcesnot yet exploited upon
which we may count for the completionof the house we have
begunto build.
A faith of this sort may have a very vital and important
part in a better world-order. We are told that one of the
greatest obstaclesto the resumptionof normalproductionand
tradein many regionsof Europeis despairof the future. There
is indeed enough to justify despair if we consider,not merely
what has been, but the resourceswhich we are told science
can bring to bear in the next war. What use in accumulating treasuresto be destroyed? What use in bearing and
rearingchildrento be food for cannon, to be drowned under
the sea, to be dashed headlongfrom the clouds, to be choked
and poisoned by gases? There is ground enough for suspicions and jealousies, for fears and discouragement. If the
world is not to yield to these suspicionsand fears two things
seem to be equally necessary. One is the determinationto
take all practical means to avoid these threateningevils; the
other is a willingnessto take some risks in the great adventure
of a better world-order. The good faith of Franceor Germany
or Russia or Japan is not a matter of demonstration any
more than Heaven or a better moral order has ever been a
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matter of demonstration. It has always been largely an
adventure of faith.
In the third place, religionhas meant a faith in the possibility of change, of regeneration,of new birth, for men and
society. In the past, this has often, though not always, been
conceived as a miraculous event. By some of philosophic
temper it has been conceived as due to a larger perspective,
a vision of the great values which quenchesthe fiercerdivisive
passions. No one has expressed this latter conception more
profoundlythan Spinoza. Men are jealous and envious and
hostile because they have such limited and partial views of
what is good. Each sees but a little way, and conceivesthat
his own gain is his neighbor'sloss, and that his neighbor'sgain
is his loss. A larger vision would enlighten us. If we but
looked at the world and at life, not with the narrowvision of
the presentmoment,but from the point of view of eternity,we
should see these divisions between us fall away. All are but
parts of a larger whole. In the presence of this vision of
ourselves as parts of a moral universe that we call God, our
passions grow calm.
What Spinozaattributedto knowledge,othershave assigned
to love. Lusts of the flesh master us, and the law proves
weak to deliverus. But the love of God has powerto subdue
human passions. In the presence of this supreme reality,
this supremeworth of pure, unselfishlove, the harder,fiercer
appetites and interestssoften. Variousworksof kindnessand
helpfulness which practically all religions have made a part
of their programhave been an expressionof this conception.
No doubt charity has often been mixed with feelings of class
or with conceptionsof merit. No doubt it has sometimesbeen
used as a veil to cover up the deeper-seateddiseasesof society
which call for justice. None the less, he was a great philosopher of values, as well as apostle of religion,who set love above
knowledge,above visions, above all else in its enduringworth"but the greatest of these is love."
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Faith in the possibility of regeneratingsociety, not by
miracle, but by the great and profound agencies of larger
vision of life's true values and of love to mankind, has a
place in a better world-order. Without this our inventions,
our statistics, our economic science, and even our worldconferencesfor limitation of armamentswill fall short of their
objectives. When the nations have calmed their passions,
GeneralDiaz told us in public address, arms will drop from
their hands. I do not think we need to wait until they drop
entirely of themselves; by mutual consent we may agree to
lay aside at least a percentageof our guns and warships,and
this very act will in itself help to calm the passions. Nevertheless, it will make a great differencewhetherwe believe that as
things have been, so they must always continue to be, or
whether we have faith that human nature can improve, that
nations as well as individualsmay have a changeof heart.
We have frequentlybeen remindedof the great step taken
by our fathers when they made the agreementof 1817 for the
limitation of ships of war on the Great Lakes. The men who
made this agreement were, in one sense of the word, not
visionaries;they were sagaciousand in the best sense practical.
None the less, they were making a bold experiment. If they
had believed that human nature could not change for the
better, they might well have distrusted the safety of such a
step. They had in many ways more grounds than we for
fear; but they took counsel of hope, and not of fear; they
staked something on the possibilities of regeneratinghuman
society and building a better house than that in which the
world till then had lived. It was a profoundly religious
attitude-religious in its vision, religiousin its faith, religious
in its purpose. If the world today could combine with its
science and sagacity a largermeasureof faith like theirs, who
can deny that it would at least be a magnificentventure. In
such a cause, it is better to venture much than to lose all by
too great distrust.
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Coming at last to the more definitely social aspect of
religion, we find this expressed in some sort of community.
In early days this religious community was limited to the
kinship group. Family or tribe or nation had its god; other
families or tribes or nations had theirs. The bond which
united the "we-group" was at the same time the means of
dividingthe "we-group" all the moresharplyfromthe "othersgroup." Between followersof Jehovah and followersof Baal
there must be war to extermination. "Accept Allah and
Mohammed his Prophet, or perish by the sword." And
when Europe portioned out its religious boundaries on the
basis of cuius regio eius religio the religious community was

subservient to political power. Wars of religion, as well
as wars for glory and wars for gain, have vexed the world.
But despite all these separatistand nationalisticlimitations
of religion,a deeperand more unifying tendency has emerged.
It has found expressionin religiouscommunitiesnot identical
with political, racial, or economic groups. Communities of
believersunited by devotion to some cause,by sympathyunder
some oppression,by loyalty to some leader, have embodied
a larger unity. Such was the little community of believers
in Jerusalem. And underneath all divisions of today, the
sympathy that is felt with the sufferingof all lands, the deep
desire to realize in some degree that brotherhoodof man, of
which religionhas so often spoken, are the basis of a genuine,
if as yet unorganized,spiritualkinship.
Religion in its social aspect has stood not only for a community, but for a just society. More than four thousand
years ago, in ancient Egypt, justice found its place in the
divine attributes and in the conception of a social order.
The prophetsof Israel, in their indignationat the wrongsthey
saw about them, found assurancefor their moral consciousness in the justice of the coming king of the new age. In
Greecethe just society was for Plato the city whose pattern is
laid up in Heaven. Justitia had her place in the Roman
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Pantheon. Two root ideasseem to have combinedin religious
conceptionsof justice: one, springingfrom ancient blood and
religiouskinship, and reinforcedby conceptionsof the worth
of all souls, has insisted upon protectionto the orphanand the
widow, to the poor and him that hath no helper. This idea
appears in what today we call social justice. The other root
springsfrom the soil of a supposeddivine order. As the stars
keep their appointed courses, as every part of this universe
which the Greeksfittingly called the cosmos has its place in a
system, so should order obtain in human affairs. "Nothing
too much" was the motto of the Delphic temple. Arrogant
pride and anarchy were alike abhorrentto the gods of Greece
and of Israel. Rather, says religion, let all recognize the
majesty of law, whose "seat is the bosom of God, whose voice
is the harmony of the world, to whom all things do homage,
the very least as feeling her care, the greatest as not exempted
from her power."
These noble conceptionswere indeed twisted and perverted
by influences derived from certain vindictive elements of
human justice. It is, perhaps, significant that Israel's God,
when he proclaims himself as "visiting the iniquities of the
fathersupon the childrenunto the third and fourthgeneration,
styles himself the "jealous God," not the just God. Vengeance upon enemies was a natural attitude in early days.
But Rhadamanthus,though inexorableand stern, would show
no partiality, and it is notable that Christianityin its conception of redemptionand atonement tried to mitigate the more
rigorous conception of imperial authority and impersonal
orderby the old personaland humane conceptionof the nextof-kin who would representand protect his brethren. Justice
and love were somehow to unite.
In the task that lies beforethe buildersof the better world,
only large and generousconceptionsof justice will serve the
day. No adjustments of boundaries or balances that will
not in the long run commendthemselves to the conscienceof
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the future, which is perhaps the nearest we can come to a
criterionof religiousjustice, will accomplishthe largest results.
To establish a world-order-call it a league if you like one
word, call it an associationif you like another-in which law,
not power, shall rule, in which each people shall be enabled to
contributeas membersto the welfare of all, in which weaker
classes and backwardpeoples shall be protected from greed
and aggression-this is a task in which the religiousconception
of justice should be the spirit within the wheels.
As we look upon the actual situation in the organized
religions of today, it is undoubtedly with mixed feelings of
hope and depression. Churches, synagogues, mosques, and
temples seem helpless in many things; they do not exercise
the influence upon statesmen, or men of affairs, or upon the
ranks of labor which we might expectif they wereless divided.
Their hold upon the intellect of the day seemstenuous. Their
very beliefs, as embodiedin the symbols now in use, seem no
longer chargedwith the fulness of fervor and conviction that
once led men gladly to die in their behalf. The great realities
of present experience do not seem to find their most vital
expressionin the languageof the pulpit, the altar, or the hymn.
And it is not completely satisfactory to charge religious
indifferenceto the superiorattractions of golf, or the automobile, or the movies, or to the native unresponsivenessof men
to higher and finer things. I fear that religiousteachersmust
bear their share of the blame, if blame there be. It is no
doubt an era of transitionbetween the imagery,doctrines,and
conceptions which served to interpret man's deeper life in
days past, and those as yet unframed symbols and conceptions which shall both interpret and inform the deeper life
of the future:
But now the old is out of date;
The new is not yet born.
Yet, while we await the new, we may, if we are sensitive to the
deeper life of our time, find religion in many a type of expression
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which is not tagged with an ecclesiasticallabel. The beloved
communityhas other language than that of creeds, and other
organs than churchor synagogue.
One of these institutions of religious spirit and influence
should be the institution of education. In a. notable address,
the late PresidentHarperspoke of the universityas representing in present-day democracy the threefold function of the
religious organizationof ancient Israel. The university, he
suggested, is today serving democracyas prophet, priest, and
king. Similarly,are not college and university called to serve
a genuine religious function both in our domestic economic
and industrial order, and in the international world-order
toward which we are being irresistiblydriven? In war time
collegesand universitiesin all landscontributedto the resources
of their governments. But all college and university men,
I am confident,would feel it a far greaterprivilegeto contribute to the constructingand unifying forces of a better day.
In ways somewhatinarticulate,they areindeedso contributing.
The world of ideas is not, like the world of materialinterests,
in its nature exclusive. Our sick are healed through the
researchesof a Pasteur and a Behrens, a Lister, an Ehrlich,
a Noguchi. Generous rivalry in the promotion of truth
unites. The presenceof students from all parts of the world
sitting side by side as they now sit in all our largeruniversities
is a significant and hopeful sign of the unifying function of
education.
And besides the organizedagenciesthere is a third agency,
in some respectsthe broadestchannelof unifying feeling-the
world of art and letters. Art has many functions-to give
joy, to make us forget grim reality, or to enable us to apprehend it more profoundly and so to appreciate its pathos,
its tragedy, and its humor. But, as Tolstoy so forcefully
insisted, it has for one of its functions the task of uniting men
throughcommonsympathies. The opportunitiesof the present
day for sharing the great creations of literature which stir
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in us the common and uniting emotions are greaterthan ever
before. It may not be in the near future that we shall experience
Onecommon
waveof thoughtandjoy,
Liftingmankind
again,
but as we are learning, through their art and literature, to
understandthe peoples of the earth better, and to sympathize
more fully with all sorts and conditions of men everywhere
throughrealisticportrayalof their daily life, or throughimaginative symbols of their aspirations,we surely have the media
for a broadercommunityof feeling, the materialsfor what may
ultimately be a wider religious community than has yet been
organizedunderany creedor found its unity in any ecclesiastical assembly.
The Kingdomof God, we have to remindourselves,cometh
not with observation. The filamentsthat bind together men
and peoples into a freer, juster, more harmoniousand helpful
order, are subtle and often invisible. They are spun from
many materials. Many were torn apart in the Great War.
But the needs of men are at work in bringingdivided peoples
together. From exchangesof goods and services, from intercommunicationof knowledgeand ideas, from aid to suffering
children or famine-strickenprovinces, from the world of art
and letters, new filaments are being spun. The conference
at Washington,so far as it bringsmen togetherand attempts a
methodof reasonratherthan of force,is one such unitingbond.
If the conferencehad taken place in Judea, it would belong
to sacred history. It is a test of our own religious insight
that we recognizethe significanceof all these many expressions
of the religiousmotive. It is a test of our own religiousfaith
if we find opportunities for its expression, not only in the
recognizedchannelsof older languageand older activities, but
also in the language and activities of our own day. And
despite cynicism, if we are genuinely religious,we shall make
our own the faith of Lincoln-the faith that right makesmight.

